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.To aZZ whom it may concern. 
Be it. known that I, ‘WILLIAM TAYLOR, re 

siding at Allegheny, in the county of Alle 
gheny and State of Pennsylvania, have in 
vented a new and useful Improvemcntin De~ 

Manufacturing and Producing 
_ \Vires of Various Shapes, of which the fo1~ 
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lowing is a speci?cation. 
That others may fully understand my in 

vention, I will brie?y state that the old pro 
cess of wire-drawing consists in passing a 
suitable metallic rod or wire through a series 
of holes of less diameter, each of the same 
form, but of gradually-diminished size, where 
by the whole circumference of the wire is 
affected, and its body attenuated, lengthened, 
and changed with a proportionable reduction 
of its diameter. 
To enable others skilled in the art to f ully 

understand my invention and put the same 
into practice, I will proceed to describe my 
improved means for manufacturing or draw 
ing wire from one‘ shape into that of other 
and different shapes by reference to the ac 
coinpanyin d rawi ng. 
For the purpose of converting a round rod 

1 into a ?at wire, I prepare a strong metallic 
plate 2 and provide the same with a series of 
transverse holes, the ?rst of which corre 
sponds in general outline with the circum 
ference of the rod or wire to be operated on, 
and through this ?rst hole 3 the rod 1 or ini 

‘ iial wire is drawn for removing therefrom 
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its, plain,v surfaces, 

any u ndue roughness and giving it- uniform~ 
ity of size prcparatm'y to converting it into 
other and different shapes. The wire is passed 
successively through the other holes of the 
series, whose outlines. are rectangular paral~ 
le'iograms all of cqual'lcngth and dilfering 
only in being consecutively less in width. 
'The wire when drawn through the second 
hole 4 has two sides of said wire depressed, 
making them flat and leaving its edges round. 
The wire is then drawn through the third 
holev 5, which increases the width of itsilat 
tencd surfaces, bringing them ncarcrtogcthcr. 
The wire is next drawn through the fourth 
hole 6, which not only increases the width of 

p but nearly squares its 
roundedcedges. fl‘hewire is finally drawn 
through the iifth hole ,7, which causcsfit to 

assume the exact shape of said\ hole, whereby 
a ?at rectangular wire 8 is produced, haying 
a width equal to the diameter of the origlnal 
rod or initial wire. . ‘ 

To convert around wire to one of triangu 
lar form, I einplof a draw-plate 9;‘having a 
series of holcsiall of equal widththat gradu 
ally and consecutively change in outline from 
a complete circle to that of a- complcte tri 
angle, and through these several holes in regu 
lar sequence the wire is drawn to bringit to 
the dcsi red shape‘. After bcin g drawn through 
the circular hole 10, for purposes hereinbefore 
stated, the wire 11 is passed through the sec 
ond hole 12, which di?fers from a circle in hav 
ing three equidistant and equal portions of 
its circumference houndcd'by three straight 
lines arranged at an angle-of sixty degrees to 
each other, the intermediate portions of its 
circumference retaining a curvilinear form 
corrcsponding'to the outline of the first or cir~ 
cular hole. The rod on passing through this 
second hole 1? assumes its shape by being 
elongated and depressed to the extent of hav 
ing three equidistant portions of its surface 
?attened, each equaling in breadth one-sixth 
of its ciretimfercncc. After its passage 
through the second holclz? the wireis drawn 
throught-hc third hole 13,'which is similar in 
shape to that of, the second hole, but differs 
therefrom in thj-atits curvilinear faces or sides 
are narrowed and its straight ones proportion 
ally widened. On passing through this third 
hole 13 the wire has its form broughtto a cor 
responding shape. The wire is next passed 
through the fourth hole 14, which so shaped 
as to further increase the width of its ?at 
sidcsand lessen its curvcd'portions. The wire 
is subsequently and finally passed through 
the ?fth hole 15, \vhcrehyitis-givcn the shape 
of a triangular wire it}, having three plain 
sides which meet in 't-hrccrparallcl lines or 
angles, the corners or cd'gcs' of. whichwill 

,cac'h touch at equidistant points the original 
rirclc of the first, hole when placed therein. 
Thus from a round wire one of triangular 
form isproducmheach side equaling in width 
the diameter of the original or initial wire, 
and the three sides its circumference. 
To convert a round wire into one having a 

trifoliatcd form a similar structureof draw 
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plate 17 to that just described is used, and 
the holes are the same with this exception, ‘ 
that instead of having portions of ‘their out 
line in right orv straight lines those parts in 
this plate 17 form inward reverse curves 
constituting convex surfaces each separated 
from the other by portions that, if continued 
around the hole, would make a complete cir 
cle. The wire 18 is tobe drawn through the 
?rst or circular hole 19 for purposes previ 
ously stated, and then through the second 
hole 20, whereupon the wire will have 
separate portions of its circumference dei 
pressed, furrowed, or ?uted, while the inter 
mediate portions will retain their original 
form. By drawing it through the third hole 
21 the furrows or ?utes will be made deeper 
and wider. On- its passage through the fourth 
hole 22 it will take the shape of a triangle 
having three concave sides separated by un 
disturbed parts of ‘its original-circuinference. 
The'?fth hole 23‘is so shaped that the wire 
on being drawn through it will assume the 
form of a trifoliate or three-ribbedwire 24, 
havlng rounded edges and concaved sides, 
the extremities occupying the same relative 
position they did originally, each being sepa 
rated from the other a distance equal to the 
vdiameter of the initial wire, and with any out 
line equaling its circumference. _ 
To convert a round wire 25 into one hav 

ing the form of‘ a cross, a similar draw-plate 
26 is used as that just described for making 
three-ribbed wire, the’ difference being that 
the several holes gradually change from a 
complete circle into the form of across, 
whereby the original wire as .it is drawn 
through them in regular sequence is caused 

' to assume the shape of a cross or four-ribbed 
Wire 27, the extremities of which are sepa 
rated from each other a distance equaling the 
diameter of the original round wire and with 
an outline equaling its circumference. 
To convert around wire 28 into one having 

the form of a ?ve~pointed star, a draw-plate 
29 is used, having holes that gradually change 
from a complete circle into the form of a ?ve 
,po‘inted star, whereby the original Wire as it 
is drawn through them in regular sequence 
is caused to gradually assume the shape of a 

‘ ?ve-pointed star 'or wire 30 having that shape, 
‘the several extremities of which occupy the 
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same relative position to each othcrythat they 
did in' the original round wire. Therefore 
the diameter is the same.v -' ' - 

.To convert a square wire 31 into one‘ of tri 
angular form, a draw-plate 32 is used, having 
holes that gradually change in shape from a 
complete rhornbus into the form of a complete 
triangle,‘ whereby the original'square wire 31. 
as it i_ drawn consecutively through them is 
caused to 'assume the shape of a triangular 
wir'e'33, each side thereof equaling in width 
the~distance ‘between the widest-separated 
corners or angles of the original squares‘ >7 
' ‘To convert a round wire 3i into one having , 
?at slides and rounded edges, a draw-plate 35 

three, 

is used, having holes that gradually change 
from a ‘complete ‘circle into the form of an ob 
long haying straight sides and rounded ends, 
'whereby' the ‘original round wire 3i as it is 
drawn consecutively through them is caused 
to assume the shape of a ?at wire 36, having 
rounded or curved edges and of - a breadth 
equaling the diameter of the original round 
Wire. ‘ , . . . 

‘The several and various shapes of wires 
represented in the drawing, numbers 37 to 46, 
inclusive, may, by the means and process de 
scribed or similar means, in like manner be 
produced from round or square wire without 
undue strain or lessening the original diame 
ter or width of the same. ‘ ' 

I am aware that ' in the manufacture of 
wire draw-plates have been used having a se 
ries of many holes 
size, and that wire has been drawn through 
them for increasing its length and reducing 
its diameter. I am also aware that by simi 
lar means wire has been drawn intoqvarious 
complex shapes; but in all such methods of 
manufactureithe wholev and entire surface of 
the wire has been subjected to the action of the 
draw-plate and -reduced at each and every 
pass through its holes. The old method of 
manufacturing wire is to attack its entire 
surface and reduce its diameter at each and 
every pass. Undersuch-harsh treatment the 
wire becomes'very hard, requiring repeated 
annealings, which not only softensthe wire, 
but oxidizes and roughens ‘its surface, mak- I 
ing itun?t for further drawing .until the 
oxide is removed by a pickling'and washing 
process. A Even then, it is more severe on the 
‘draw-plate and the wire is not ‘so smooth 
as it would be were these things avoided. 
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In the practice of my invention‘ the wire ‘ 
has a part only of its surface acted upon! at 
each pass through the successive holes in the 

' draw-plate, the remainder of its surface being 
unaffected and left in its original condition. 
Thus much friction is avoided. - It is‘ easier 
on the draw-plate and less severe on the wire, 
which does not become so 
drawing process as to require extra annealing 
and‘ subsequent pickling. By my improved 
methods of wire-drawing the ?ber, ?laments, 
and molecules of metal under strain are given 
an opportunity to adjust themselves with re 
lation to other and different portions not un 
der strain, whereby the wire‘remains stronger 
and less liable to 'tear or break while under 
going the drawing'process. Nor is the origi 
nal surface or “skin” on the wire mutilated 
or injured, but is simply spread, condensed, 
and forced into a different shape, leaving the 
wire in that respect as proportionably strong 
as it was primarily. " _ 
By the means and process described wire 

of one formis converted into another and 
different form without any intermediate ‘an 
nealing. " Therefore it possesses a smoother, 
harder, and better surface, that adds to its 
quality, improves its appearance, vand en 

hard under the‘ 
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, less liable to rust. 
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hances its value, as it is stiffer, brighter, and 
In that respect it is par 

ticularly useful for manufacturing into wire 
nails and various things known in the arts. 
Having thus described my invention and 

the means ‘employed, I claim- 
1. For the purpose of manufacturing wire 

Thy successive passes, a draw-plate provided 
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with a series ‘of separate holes'each di?ering 
from the other in shape or form and having 
the same diameter or breadth between the 
widest-separated portionsor extreme points 
of outline. e 

2. For the purpose of manufacturing wire 
by successive passes, a draw-plate ‘provided 
‘with a series of separate holes each differing 
from the other in shape or form and having 
the same extent of outline and the same di 
ameter or breadth between the widest-sep 
arated portions or extreme points of outline. 

3. For the purpose of manufacturing wire 
by successive passes, a draw-plate provided 
with a series of separate holes each of the vi' 
same diameter and having parts which con; 
form to the shape of theinitial Wire and other 
intermediate parts which vary from said shape 
and successively vary from each other in their 
widths. ~ ' 

4. For the purpose of manufacturing wire 
by successive passes, a draw-plate having a 
series of holes bounded partly by segments of 
a circle with intermediate parts of other and‘ 

different shape which successively vary from 
each other in their widths; v ' _ 

5. For the purpose of manufacturing wire 
by‘successive passes, a wire-drawing mech 
anism having a series of apertures of which 
one or more have walls with parts thereof 
conforming to the initial form of the wire and 
parts intermediate of those aforesaid which 
are‘ nearer together than the corresponding 
parts of the initial wire, substantially as set 
forth. ' ' 
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_ 6. For the purpose of manufacturing wire - 
by successive passes, a wire-drawing mech 
anism having a series of apertures each formed 
with walls having parts which conform to the 
shape of the initial wire and other interme 
diate parts which varyfrom the said shape, 
the said intermediate parts varying succes 
sively from each other in their . width‘, sub 
stantially as set forth. ' - \ 

7. For the purpose of manufacturing wire 
-by successive passes, a Wire~drawing mech 
anism having a series of apertures of which 
one is circular in section’, another is triangu 
lar, and one or more others are bounded partly 
by the arcs of a circle and partly by inter 
mediate lines which when extended form a 
triangle, substantially as set forth. 

' WILLIAM TAYLOR. 

Witnesses: ' 
JAMES CLARK WILLIAMS, 
WM. M. STEVENSON. 
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